
WEST SIDE STORY WRITING ASSIGNMENT

WEST SIDE STORY WRITING ASSIGNMENT #1 Topic: In , a Massachusetts high school decided not to produce West
Side Story due to issues regarding.

High school language arts and fine arts lessons should focus on the characters, themes and societal influences
of the time. Assign characters to each group to avoid repetition. The passionate love between Romeo and
Juliet is linked from the moment of its inception with death, just as the love between Tony and Maria causes
great violence and death as well. Have your students write theater reviews of the movie, critiquing the story
plot, acting, themes and setting. Of course, students can submit an original idea to you as well. No facts were
used in order to develop topic. How has this assignment prepared you for reading Romeo and Juliet the play in
high school? Danielle LeNoir Created by: Mrs. Turn and Talk: Students will discuss with their table partner
the following question: How does the musical conclude? Essay does not have any grammar or spelling
mistakes. Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; organize ideas, concepts, and information
into broader categories; include formatting e. When complete, read the essay aloud to yourself in order to hear
mistakes. I find that students respond particularly well to this assignment at the end of West Side Story due to
its tragic ending. How would you describe the first meeting between Tony and Maria? For example, a student
might choose "One Hand, One Heart" and create a movie poster that shows two young people getting married.
View Bundle Product Description This creative writing project asks students to continue the story after the
ending the play. How would you describe the marriage between Tony and Maria? Guidelines: Guidelines:
Choose a category from your comparison chart for your illustration Choose a category from your comparison
chart for your illustration Must be in color and fully represent category you choose from your comparison
chart Must be in color and fully represent category you choose from your comparison chart. The movie is
minutes long, so you'll likely need two to three class periods to finish the show. Activating Strategy: Entrance
Ticket: How would you describe the rumble? Created by: Mrs. The story is about teenage star-crossed lovers
from Manhattan who struggle to maintain their relationship despite their involvement in rival gangs. Who is
the first meeting between and where is the meeting taking place? However, feel free to follow your preferred
writing process as this assignment can ideally expand or shrink to fill the time available. Today students will:
watch West Side Story and complete the character chart. In my classroom, students are expected to complete
this planning document and then check in with me before starting their first draft, and then checking in with
me again before starting their final draft. Or a student might select "I Feel Pretty" and design her poster around
Maria. Each Venn-diagram circle should contain distinctive characteristics of the person, and the intersecting
section should show where they are similar. Focus Correction Areas FCA"S : Topic developed through fact
and personal opinion: The writer clearly supports each idea within the essay with both facts and their own
personal opinons on the topic. Try to describe it visually what is going on?


